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Francesco Bendini                                                                    born in 1996 in Sansepolcro (AR); lives and works in Italy, between Città di Castello (PG) and Bologna.

Education
2022 Attending Sculpture MA, Academy of Fine Arts Bologna (IT)
2021-2022 Erasmus to Newcastle University - Fine Art (UK)
2020 Sculpture BA, Academy of Fine Arts Bologna (IT)

Solo / Duo exhibitions
2022 CINGOMMA (solo) - AF Gallery, Bologna (BO) - curated by Carmen Lorenzetti
2022 Sì, mi ricordo (duo with Edoardo Sessa) - L’Ariete artecontemporanea, Bologna (BO) - curated by Eleonora Frattarolo
2021 WORK WORK WORK (solo) - Rotonda Medievale, Città di Castello (PG) - with a text by Miral Rivalta

Group exhibitions
2022 00:00:08.00 - Plexus of San Domenico, Cesena (FC) - during Scuola Conia - curated by MEC Project
2021 Turn ON - Windsor Terrace, Newcastle Upon Tyne (NCL) - curated by Oisin Stephenson and Iris Ollier
2021 Nocivelli Prize- Chiesa della Disciplina, Verolanuova (BS)
2021 Inside show - Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna (BO) - curated by Pier Luigi Tazzi
2021 Abecedario d’Artista - Palazzo del Governatore, Parma (PR) - curated by Tørø
2020 Nocivelli Prize - Chiesa della Disciplina, Verolanuova (BS)
2020 PhygitArt - Villa Magherini Graziani, San Giustino (PG) - curated by Koinervetti
2019 III Biennale d’Arte Don Franco Patruno - MAGI ‘900, Pieve di Cento (BO)
2019 To be going to - P420, Bologna (BO) - curated by Francesca Bertazzoni and Davide Ferri
2019 Corrente - Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna - curated by the artist
2018 S’io m’intuassi, come tu t’immii - Mostrami Factory, Milan (MI) - curated by Mostrami
2018 Sull’immagine come linguaggio comune - Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna (BO) - curated by Cecilia Guida
2018 Prima il trucco - Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna (BO) - curated by Donato Ovarini

Residencies / Workshops
2020 MIR - artist residency in Lignano Sabbiadoro (UD) - curated by Menti Libere with Eva Comuzzi
2022 Acqua che Sale - contemporary printing workshop - Traffic Festival, San Lorenzo in Campo (PU) - curated by Giorgia Agnese Cereda
2022 Building memories with concrete - CO\DENSA OPEN LAB, 8-13 y/o workshop - Cooperativa DENSA, Perugia (PG) - curated by the artist
2021 Equidistanze - artist residency in Filetto (RA) - curated by Magazzeno Art Gallery
2020 LINK R03 - construction of a permanent work in situ - LINK, Bologna (BO) - curated by INPUT

Catlogues / Publishings
2022 A priori magazine - N.0 - collaboration with Ketty Gobbo and Leonardo Bentini
2021 Ducato Prize - finalist
2021 Combat Prize - reported

Prizes
2022 Young Art Award - 3rd edition - finalist
2021 Art Up - Opentour - Honorable Mention for the video GORGOS, selection jury composed by Lorenzo Balbi, Gloria Bartoli, Marco Ghigi

Extra
2020 Deliverarte - Milano (MI) - curated by Piano A 
2019 The Internet Yami-Ichi - DAS - Dispositivo Arti Sperimentali, Bologna (BO) - curated by Metochè
2019 APArt - Augmented Public Art - creating an AR installation - curato da Net Service Digital Hub

http://francescobendini.com/work-work-work


SELECTED WORKS 2018-2022

BancarellaBancarella  , 2022, performance held on October 7 in Viale Venezia in Lignano Sabbiadoro.

Bancarella is a street performance set up along the main street of Lignano Sabbiadoro. The artist pretends to be a peddler who sells a small installation of toy animals 
(selected and bought in the city following a personal aesthetic taste). Each sculpture-object, which became a piece of art through an “artist reselling”, was put up 
for sale* at an extremely high price compared to the original value. The operation revolves around the concepts of industrial production, illegitimacy and aesthetic 
sensitivity.

* The artworks can still be purchased individually, with an attached certificate of authenticity.



Photo credits: Chiara Ventura.





SputacchieraSputacchiera , 2022, silver and resin, 17x17x17 cm.

The work was modeled in 3D following the principle of the Rubin vase: the profile of the artist’s face is revolutionized all around the cup. After a 3D resin print, the 
object was coated with silver in a galvanic bath. Sputacchiera is to be considered a relational sculpture. The activation of the work occurs through the spectators, 
who are asked to spit inside it during the exhibition.







CingommaCingomma , 2021, glazed porcelain, 73 signed multiples, 5x4x3 cm circa each.

Each multiple of the work Cingomma was created by the artist by chewing porcelain clay. After modeling the material inside the mouth, the clay was spat out onto 
a flat surface, then left to dry to be baked and glazed. The sculptures are positioned on the floor in relation to the environment, covering almost all of the walkable 
space. The hypothetical spectator will have to pay more attention during the viewing of the installation.



Installation view, TIC space, Newcastle University, Fine Arts department, 2022.



Multiple n.56/73.                                                                                                                                                                  Installation view, AF Gallery, Bologna, 2022. Detail.



SpaghettiSpaghetti  , 2019, concrete, 9 pieces, 25x16x14 cm each.

The sculptures are the result of a concrete molding of 10 packs of pasta (Spaghetti n.5 Barilla 500g). The original cast was reused to produce 9 total replicas, which 
number corresponds to the cooking time: 9 minutes. Due to cast’s wear, the various copies are dissimilar each from the other and they show a slight material 
change. Pasta imprinted in concrete is conceived by the artist as a cultural symbol of Italian contemporaneity.

The work is part of the Pasta series (2019-2021) which includes: Spaghetti (2019), Bavette (2020), Bucatini (2020), Capellini (2021), Spaghetti quadrati (2021), Linguine 
(2021) e Spaghettini (2021). Pictures of the complete series can be found here.

http://francescobendini.com/pasta


Installation view, P420 Gallery, Bologna, 2019.                                                                                                                                                        Photo credits: Carlo Favero.





Bucatini, 2020, concrete, 8 pieces, 35x80x75cm each.                                                                               Bucatini is a permanent installation at LINK, Bologna, since 2020.



Capellini, 2021, concrete, 3 pieces, cm.25x16x21 each. Detail.                                                                      Linguine, 2021, concrete, 10 pieces, cm.25x20x10 each. Detail.



PeluchesPeluches , 2019, peluches and concrete, 11 pieces, different dimensions each.

Peluches is a sculptural series made by immersing fluffy toys in a bucket of still liquid concrete. After the emersion they were left to cement, becoming solid objects. 
The puppets used belong to the artist; they were the toys of his childhood.

In May 2022, the work was reactivated and recontextualized in a workshop for children aged 8 to 13, at Cooperativa DENSA, in Perugia. Each participant used a 
peluches of its own.



38x14x20 cm.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 20x21x15 cm.
10x14x9 cm.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       9x12x9 cm.



18x22x17 cm.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   31x7x24 cm.
23x17x11 cm.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 30x10x19 cm.



8x11x7 cm.
29x25x20 cm.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                38x28x15 cm.



Photographic documentation of the workshop Building memories with concrete - CO\DENSA OPEN LAB, May 2022, Perugia.                    Photo credits: Stefano Coviello.



AshtrayAshtray  (2018-2020)

Series of seven small and fragile sculptures created over two years. All the compositions were made with cigarette butts and saliva (used as glue). Each structure 
leans on a different ashtray, chosen randomly or for convenience. There wasn’t a concrete planning at first, therefore they developed almost spontaneously. Spitting 
and smoking, one cigarette after another, the artist have tried to create aesthetic forms.



Ashtray (7), 2020, plastic, cigarette butts and saliva, 16x6x6 cm.



Ashtray (6), 2020, glass, cigarette butts and saliva, 8x9x9 cm.



Ashtray (5), 2020, glass, cigarette butts and saliva, 5x9x9 cm.



Ashtray (4), 2019, steel, cigarette butts and saliva, 8x7x7 cm.



Ashtray (3), 2019, glass, cigarette butts and saliva, 14x7x7 cm.



Ashtray (2), 2018, aluminum, cigarette butts and saliva, 9x11x11 cm.



Ashtray (1), 2018, plastic, cigarette butts and saliva, 7x8x8 cm.



GORGOSGORGOS , 2018, video HD 720p, min.7:30, https://vimeo.com/412702073

The video was recorded between the mountains of Tuscany and Umbria, in summer 2018. The subject of the video is a naked man immersed in water in apnea. 
By holding his breath, his body assumes a (in)natural stability that is perorated until the breath gives out, creating a motionless stall on the surface. As if he were 
an element of the landscape. In post-production, dividing clips were then added in which the audio of the stream breaks, the natural images become mirrored and 
certain visual rhythms are reproduced in reverse. The chronological order of the video respects the altitude of the different dive sites, going from the lowest to the 
highest pool of water: seven whirlpools in which the artist identifies himself as a natural object.

https://vimeo.com/412702073


Still from video.



Installation view, Lecture Hall Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna, 2021.



UntitledUntitled  (7 pairs of boots), 2019, concrete, 14 pieces, 35x30x12 cm each.

The sculptures are a material extension, in time and space, of the GORGOS video. It is a concrete molding of a single pair of boots, reproduced 7 times as the 
number of whirpools in which the artist immersed himself. The original pair, used in the winter of 2019, was worn to retrace the places where the video was shot, 
paying attention and fascination to the changes that nature had imposed on those places.





Installation view, Palazzo del Governatore, Parma, 2021.


